ABSTRACT. The author constructs a locally connected, homogeneous, finitedimensional, compact, metric space which is not bihomogeneous, thus providing a compact counterexample to a problem posed by B. Knaster around 1921.
O. INTRODUCTION A topological space X is said to be homogeneous if for every two points p and q in X there exists a homeomorphism h: X ---> X such that h(p) = q. X is said to be bihomogeneous if for every two points p and q in X there exists a homeomorphism h: X ---> X such that h(p) = q and h(q) = p. Around 1921, B. Knaster asked the question of whether every homogeneous space is bihomogeneous, and shortly after that C. Kuratowski (see [6] ) described an example of a non-locally-compact, homogeneous subset of the plane, which is not bihomogeneous. In 1930, D. van Danzig asked whether homogeneity implies bihomogeneity for continua; see [10] . A locally compact, homogeneous, nonbihomogeneous, metric space was found by H. Cook in the early 1980s; see [3] .
This paper contains an example of a seven-dimensional, homogeneous, nonbihomogeneous, locally connected, compact metric space. G. S. Ungar proved that certain homogeneity type properties imply local connectedness; see [9] . However, [5] and this paper show that a locally connected homogeneous continuum may lack some stronger but still very simple homogeneity properties.
The author would like to thank Piotr Mine for his cooperation and valuable suggestions. One of his remarks is that, using similar methods, one can obtain a simpler, although not locally connected, example of a homogeneous, nonbihomogeneous continuum.
PRELIMINARIES
All spaces considered in this paper are metric and all maps are continuous. By Sn, En, B n , and B n we mean the n-dimensional sphere, the Euclidean n-space, the n-dimensional open ball, and the n-dimensional closed ball respectively.
Let P and Q be two disjoint, closed subsets in a compact space X, and let g: P --+ Q be a homeomorphism. Let , . . . . . , be an equivalence relation on X such that p '" q iff p = q, or if PEP and q E Q then g(p) = q, or if q E P and p E Q then g(q) = p. The space of equivalence classes with the quotient topology will be denoted by X / g .
In our applications of homology theory, we use either the singular or tech homology groups with integral coefficients. For basic concepts of homotopy theory we refer the reader to [4] .
Throughout this paper, M will denote the universal Menger curve as described in R. D. Anderson's paper [1, p. 321] . M is a subset of the cube {(x, y, z) E £3: X, y, Z E [0, In such that the intersection of M with each of the faces of the cube is homeomorphic to Sierpinski's plane curve.
In [1] , Anderson proved that M is homogeneous, and that every I-dimensional continuum with no local cut points and no open subsets embeddable in the plane is homeomorphic to M. Furthermore, from results in [1 and 2] , it follows that if V is an open connected subset of M, and p, q E V , then there exists a homeomorphism h:
In [5] , the authors employ the fact that continua which are Cartesian products with one or more factors homeomorphic to M admit few homeomorphisms. A similar idea is used here in the form of Lemmas 1 and 2 whose proofs are analogous to those of Theorems 2 and 1 in [5] . Proof. Let ll i :X --+ Xi be the projection. Suppose that (u,v l ) and (u, v 2 ) are two distinct points in VI x V 2 . Let rp((u, VI)) = (XI' YI) and rp ((u, v 2 ) 
There exists a nonsingular loop f: Sl --+ VI such that u E f(SI) , and if 
For every aE[O~),Put Ba={(a,m)EB:mEMa}' The map '¥a:B-
and define hi: B -+ B by setting
Hence,
where e E {O, 1, -I}. Put
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Next, we shall show that there exists a homeomorphism h 2 : B ----> B such that h 2 (rp ' Op' zp' xq, Yq, Zq) = q, and h2 01; = 1; 0 h 2 .
there is an open connected set U c A containing (rp ' Op' zp) and (rq , 0q' Zq)'
where v = (a, m) and i = 1 , ... , 9 . Clearly, h2 01; = 1; 0 h2 .
Let n be a positive integer, and let N be an n-manifold with nonempty
where No n NI = 0, both No and NI are closed, and there exists a homeomorphism g3:
Points in Z N will be denoted in the same way as the corresponding points in the Cartesian products Let U be a neighborhood of b p in B such that U, Ji3) (U) , and Ji6\ U) 
By Lemma 3, there exists a homeomorphism h: B
and h 01; 
foklN ).(ap)=(fokIN ).(ap )' 0 PI I
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Lemma 11 follows immediately from Lemma 10.
Lemma 11. If h: C -+ C is a homeomorphism, then h is orientation preserving or h is orientation reversing.
Lemma 12. Let Pi = (1, 2~i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) E C, where i = 0, ... Therefore h(P3) = P(io+6)mod 9 and h(P6) = P(io+3)mod 9 which implies that h is orientation reversing. 0
,8. Let h: C -+ C be a homeomorphism such that h(B) = B. If h(N po ) = Npi and h(Np) = Npo' then h is orientation reversing.
Proof. Since h({PO,P3,P6}) = {PI'P4,P7}' and h({PI' P4' P 7 }) = {PO,P3' P6}' we have h(po)
=
THE EXAMPLE
Assume the following notation:
For i < n, consider Ei to be the subset of En for which Xi+1 = ... = xn = 0.
Let T be the Mobius strip with {) T = TI ' and let To be the middle simple closed curve of T. Consider T to be the mapping cylinder of y: TI -+ To, where y is a map of degree 2. Since there is a piecewise linear embedding of T in E 3 , we may assume that T is a piecewise linear subset of J4 with Each fiber Np of D is an orientable 5-manifold F which is a union of three copies of G intersecting along the boundary components.
Let L be a properly embedded arc in G with end points q and g3(q) on G I
and Go' respectively. There exists a retraction r: 
Observe that for i = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ... , 
Let {p n}:d be a sequence of points in F. We will say that lim n -+ oo p n = 00
[limn-+_ooPn = -00] if for every integer no almost all of the points P n belong to U: no Fi [U;~-oo FJ. To prove Lemma 13, it is enough to show that if limn-+ooP n = 00, then lim n -+ oo h(P n ) = 00 (hence limn-+oo r 0 h(P n ) = 00) for every sequence {Pn}:1 contained in .
-I(K).
There exist two sequences of positive integers {in}:1 and {jn}:1 such that for every n = 1 , 2, ... , in jn
Note that if no ~ 0, then UZ~-no Fk separates F between U;~~~ Fk Then there exists a map h:
Proof. As defined before, Sl = {a: 0 :::; a < 2n}. We may assume that both copies of Sl appearing in h: Sl x F -+ Sl X F are parametrized in such a In this section, the notation Np is used for fibers of D (homeomorphic to We claim that h(X) is homeomorphic to V x F. Since V is connected, is a homeomorphism such that 7rF ok ° ipo is a I-shift homeomorphism.
The embedding h -I, y: Y --+ X preserves fibers, i.e., for every p E Y , we have (h -I, y ) (N p ) = N q for some q EX. By an argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 14, 7r F ° k ° ipo is isotopic to the identity, which is a contradiction. Hence, V n rp( V) = 0, and U pEV Np is homeomorphic to V x F . Since h(X) is connected, h(X) = U pEV N p . Notice that for every p E V, V intersects each fiber Np at exactly one point, and there is a homeomorphism of U PEV Np onto V x F which takes each fiber Np onto some fiber {q} x F . 
